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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our recent research progress on generalizing triangle inequality (TI) to optimize Machine Learning algorithms that involve either vector dot products (e.g.,
Neural Networks) or distance calculations (e.g., KNN, KMeans). The progress includes a new form of TI named Angular Triangular Inequality, abstractions to enable unified
treatment to various ML algorithms, and TOP, a compilerbased optimizer for effectively applying TI to optimize machine learning algorithms. Experiments show that TOP is
able to automatically produce optimized algorithms that either matches or outperforms manually designed algorithms,
giving up to 237x speedups and 2.5X on average1 .

1.

INTRODUCTION

Vector dot products and point-to-point distance calculations are essential to many important algorithms across various domains. Vector dot products, for instance, are the
core operations in artificial neural networks, as well as algorithms used in document clustering and document retrieval.
Distance calculations are the essential computations in many
othe machine learning algorithms. The commonly used clustering algorithm K-Means [15], for example, is an iterative
algorithm which computes the distances between every data
point and each of a set of K cluster centers in order to
decide which center is closest to each point. Other examples include K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [12], point-to-point
shortest path in graphs [4], 3D image construction [3], and
so on. In each of these algorithms, vector dot products or
distance calculations over a large number of data points form
the typical performance bottleneck.
Our research was initially inspired by previous manual
efforts by domain experts [8, 10] to apply the Triangle Inequality (TI) theorem to optimize distance calculations for
some of those algorithms. TI says that the sum of two edges
of a triangle must be greater than the third edge. With
TI, one may easily get the lower and upper bounds of the
distances between two points. The bounds could be safely
used (and reused) in place of the actual distances in suitable
scenarios to save some distance calculations.
1
This paper is based on the series of results we published at
PLDI’2017 [5], VLDB’2015 [6], ICML’2015 [7].

Domain experts have tried to leverage TI to manually
create variations of some machine learning algorithms to reduce the number of distance calculations. Creating these
efficient variants is often difficult and domain specific—the
variants often differ in distance definition (i.e., what defines
distance), calculation constraints (i.e., how they are employed), context of usage (i.e., when to use optimized implementations of distance definitions), and other aspects. Thus,
these previous efforts are often problem-specific. Coming up
with such a solution usually takes the domain experts deep
and nontrivial insights, theoretical analysis, and empirical
measurements. This point is empirically backed up by the
large number of research papers published in the premium
venues in the domains. For instance, in the recent 10 years of
top machine learning or data mining conferences, there are
more than 20 papers on developing algorithms to optimize
distance calculations for K-Means (e.g., [8, 11, 13, 16, 19]).
Our work is motivated by an observation that, despite
the many differences among those problems, the underlying
mechanisms in which distance calculations have been optimized share commonality. This observation prompts us to
examine the algorithm design process from the perspective
of programming systems: If we can generalize the various
distance-related problems into a single abstract form, we
can develop an optimizing framework as a unified solution to
such algorithmic optimization problems. As a consequence,
such a framework saves the significant manual effort previously required to optimize distance-related algorithms. Also
the framework could provide a more systematic treatment to
existing distance-related problems than previous manually
optimized algorithms do, with even better performance.
We further expend the thought to vector dot products
based on the connections between vector dot products and
point-to-point distances. Moreover, we generalize the theory
of TI by developing a new type of TI, named Angle Triangular Inequality (ATI) [5]. ATI considers angles among vectors
rather than edges; it significantly expands the applicability
of TI-based optimizations, and at the same time, enhances
the tightness of the bounds.
The result of our exploration is Triangular OPtimizer
(TOP), a compiler and runtime software framework that enables automatic algorithmic optimizations for various distancebased problems and vector dot products involved in various
machine learning algorithms. Unlike typical program optimizations that optimize an implementation of an algorithm
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at an instruction level, the algorithmic optimizations that
TOP enables change the algorithm used to find out relations between data points, thus generating new algorithms
that are up to hundreds of times faster than existing ones.
With TOP, users specify the distance problem using a set
of high-level and relatively intuitive APIs. TOP then automatically creates an optimized algorithm that minimizes
the distance calculations for that problem. We have found
that TOP is applicable to many problems involving vector dot products or distance-based calculations that meet
the Triangular Inequality condition, regardless of the domain, definition of distances, distance calculation patterns,
usage of the distances, and so on. Its generated algorithm
matches or outperforms the algorithms manually designed
by the domain experts. With TOP, many manual efforts by
domain experts could have been saved; it makes optimizing
new problems much easier, and boost the performance of
existing algorithms.
Specifically, we propose a simple abstraction, called abstract distance-related problem, to formalize various distancerelated algorithms across seemingly disparate domains, in a
unified manner. The abstraction allows a systematic examination of all kinds of scenarios related with distance computations, which in turn, leads to a spectrum of algorithmic
optimization along with some automatic mechanisms for selecting the best optimization to use. For vector dot products, we implement code pattern matching in a source-level
compiler to recognize vector dot products whose results are
used only for some value comparisons, and then conduct an
automatic code transformation to apply TI or ATI to save
unnecessary vector dot products.
Through empirical explorations, we attain a set of insights
on the suitable ways to apply TI or ATI for various kinds of
problems. We turn these findings into a runtime library, the
invocations of which in a program would automatically save
unnecessary distance calculations or vector dot products.
Along with the library, we equip TOP with a set of APIs
and a compilation module. Through the API, programmers
can easily specify the problem of interest, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The compiler module then derives important properties of the problem, and inserts necessary calls of the li-
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Figure 1: K-Means written in TOP API. Prefix
“TOP ” indicates calls to TOP API. They will be
replaced with low-level function calls by TOP compiler, making the algorithm automatically avoid unnecessary distance calculations.
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}

N = TOP_ﬁndClosestTargets(1, S, T);
TOP_update(T, &changedFlag, N, S); // T gets updated

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate the technique on eight benchmarks. The first
five benchmarks (KNNN [12], KNNjoin [1], KMeans [15],
ICP [3], NBody [9]) are distance-related problems, and the
other three, (Document clustering (DC) [14], Top-K Document Retrieval (KDR) [20], Restricted Boltzman Machine
(RBM) Neural Networks [18]) involve dot products.

Gassensor
Kegg
MiniBooNE

// ﬁnd the closest target (a point in T) for each point in S

2.

Gassensor
Kegg
MiniBooNE

T = init();
changedFlag = 1;
while (changedFlag){

brary such that at runtime, unnecessary distance calculations can be effectively detected and avoided.

Speedup

/*
Goal: Cluster points in S into K classes with T containing all cluster centers.
S: a set of query points to cluster.
T: a set of target points (i.e., cluster centers).
N: a set of indices of points. |N|=|S|.
*/
… // declarations
TOP_defDistance(Euclidean); // distance deﬁnition

Benchmarks

Figure 2: The graph shows the speedup over the
original implementation of the default algorithms on
Intel i5-4570 CPU and 16G memory; labeled with
datasets.
The graph in Figure 2 gives our speedups on each dataset
over the standard version (i.e., the original implementations
of the default algorithms.) Compared with the standard version, which does not use TI-based optimizations, our technique achieves as much as 134X (NBody) speedups and 46X
on average. The technique also applies to GPU versions of
the code, yielding significant speedups as well; on an Kepler
GPU, the TI-optimized KNN outperforms a CUBLAS version by up to 120X (11X on average) [2], and the optimized
RBM shows 3X speedups [17].
The accelerations come primarily from the savings of distance or dot product computations. Although the mount
of savings vary, depending on many factors, we observe over
91% computation savings for all the datasets tested on these
benchmarks other than RBM. In particular, we notice that
the savings are often more prominent for larger input and
problem settings (e.g., dataset size, data dimensions, and
the number of clusters). Dataset size is the most influential
factor across all benchmarks.
The overhead of bound computations is always negligible
compared to the original computation cost in the standard
version without TI optimization. The reason for this is twofold. First, bound computation itself is a scalar operation,
while both distance and dot product computation are vector operations. When the data dimension is high, the cost
of bound computation is much smaller than that of direct
distance and dot production computation. Second, the total
number of bound computations carried out is much smaller
than that of distance and dot product computations required
in a standard version.

3.
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